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The international circulation of engineering knowledge
- as agent of diffusion of the technological and industrial know-how (D.
Roche 2003)
- as means to the educational models’ transfer pertaining engineering (I.
Gouzévitch, P. Bret 1997; A. Karvar, B. Schroeder-Guudehus, 1995)
International relationships in the engineering field among European
countries: France-Russia (I. Gouzévitch, D. Gouzévitch 1993); England
(J.H. Harris 1998); England-Germany (H. Freudenberger, W. Weber 1981);
Italy-Germany (metodo in C. Mancinelli 1998, mining field in D. Brianta
2007)

§ Inquiring on how the tradition of stay of studies abroad of Italians
was born, how it was organized, how it evolved, focusing on the
travelers, the relationships and the careers.
§ Inquiring on the inheritance of the international relationships in
the Italian industrial progress and on the superior engineering schools

The triggering events and the Savoyard strategy
The tradition of the study travels born in the 30s of the
19th century in the Sardinia Kingdom:

§ contact with the French engineering
§
§

§

tradition during the Napoleonic occupation
period of reforms aimed at the Piedmonts
modernisation (Carlo Alberto)
awareness of link between the upgrade of
educational institutions and technological
progress
abroad examples: Scientists conference
(Turin, 1840), Exposition of industry and
arts (Turin 1844; Paris 1855)

§ lack of a formalized engineering training
process

Travels and travellers in the19th century
Type of travellers:
- Visiting students (special auditor, external engineering
students)
- Visiting professors (engineers and scientists sent to take
specialized courses, to learn teaching methods, to inquire
for educational institutions, to work in laboratories,…)
Type of travel [J.H. Harris 1998]:
«Informal» level (‘unskilled’ phase of the 17th-18th century): personally
Ø stays of study of engineers students or free auditor
Ø exploration missions or espionage of businessman and technics
Ø stays of emigrants / refugees…
«Formal» level ( ‘specialist’ phase of the 19th century): state funding
Ø exploration missions for scientific and educational purposes, for the
monitoring of technological and educational process abroad (Giulio, Volterra)
Ø study and perfection travels (Q. Sella and his pupils)
Ø missions of engineers at the service of two countries (G. Axerio)

Travels’ characteristics in the19th century
§ Official: school’s projects planned in detail,
endorsement by competent technical ministers
(Ministry of production and industry, of Public
Education, of Economy), public funding, best
university students, intermediate and final reports
§ Specialized slant: travel itinerary discussed
in advance and approved by government
councils: stays of study in eminent
scientific institutions, visit of schools,
laboratories and industrial production areas
§ Patriotic purpose: research aimed at
the cultural and technological
enhancement of the origin country,
at learning a profession (civil and
mining engineers…) and educational
method and systems

Tracels in the 30s and 40s in the Sardinia Kingdom
Scientific missions in Italy and abroad:
§ Study travels in different fields: history (L.
Cibrario, D. Promis 1832-34), nature (in
Tuscany G. Moris 1833; ascent to Monte
Rosa of L. Tartara 1835; in Sardinia G. Gené
1836; frigate Regina of A. Caffaro 1838;
expedition of A. Mohamet-Aly withG.
Pollonera 1841), antropology (to Cuba P.
Veglia 1833), physiology (in Paris S. Berruti
1836); technology (in Florence G. Carena
1840; in France a son’s mayor 1842)…
§ Inspections of foreign scientific institutions:
school of arts and crafts in Paris, London,
Berlin and Wien (G. Gautieri 1833),
obstetrics schools in Paris (A.B. Bianchetti
1834), at Locarno for L. Parravicini methods
lessons (R. Pelleri 1839)….

The first travels of Savoyard politicians
Luigi Cibrario (1802-1870)
8.1833 - Wien: inspection of the Kaiserliche königliches
polytechnisches Institut, reports on the history, the system and
quality (J.J. PRECHTL)
“If it were [adopted in Italy] there’s no doubt it would produce results even greater
than those it produces …in countries by far less productive, among men of minor
talent. …it should added an agronomy section…so that all productive branches of
human industry would be taught”

Camillo Benso Conte di Cavour (1810-1861)
§ 1834 – University of Geneva (Economy, History, Physics…)
§ 2-7.1835 - Paris, London, England, Galles
hospitals, jails, schools, public establishments…, F.
GUIZOT, E. CHADWICK, A. de TOCQUEVILLE
§ 1837-1840 , 1842-43- France, contact with French
cultural gathering, he attended the Sorbonne School
§ 1843 – Great Britain social gathering of H. PETTYFITZMAURICE di Lansdowe

Carlo Ignazio Giulio: between technique and science
Car
§ 1844 - Turin, Exposition of industry and fine arts:
project of Piedmontese industrialization based on the
comparison and imitation of European powers
(France and England);
C. I. Giulio
(1803-1859)

“to embrace modern developments, or
languish and die”

§ Impulse to technic-scientific studies on
different levels: 1845 School of Mechanics and
Chemistry applied to arts – 1849 member of
the Superior Council of Public Education,
president of the Società d’istruzione e di
educazione – 1850 Italian translation of A.J.
Clairaut Elémens de Géométrie – 1852
establishment of R. Istituto tecnico di Torino, …

C. I. Giulio: from the University of Turin to Europe
§ 8-11.1847 - Diplomatic mission in Europe: inspection of industrial and
educational systems (correspondence with the wife Carlotta Pollone)
-

Geneva, Lausanne, Neufchâtel, Basel (textile
manufacture), Strasbourg (library, infant
school)

-

Bruxelles, Heidelberg (prof. of Law C.J.A.
Mittermaier), Frankfurt

-

Köln, Liège (spinning mill, workshop of J.
Cockerill, A.H. DUMONT, railway director…),
Bruxelles, Malines (mechanics textile workshop,
mint, armory),…

-

London (University College), Battersea (Sc. Of
applied Mechanics), Oxford, Glouchester,
Leicester, Birminghan, Manchester, Liverpool,…

-

Paris (Ecole des Mines, Physics lessons of A.E.
Becquerel), Orleans, Lyon, Chambery

The stay of studies of the ‘Giulio’ s School’
1860
G.V. Schiaparelli
(Osservatorio
Pulcovo)

1846-47
1846-47
S. Grandis, G.
Sommeiller, S.
Grattoni

1847-51
Q. Sella,
F. Giordano
(Ecole des mines)

G.D. Fenolio
(Forestal
Academie)

1857-58
G.V. Schiaparelli
(Univ. Berlin)

The railway studies of Giulio’s students
q S. GRANDIS (1817-1892) S. GRATTONI (1815-1876)
G. SOMMEILLER (1815-1871)

§ 1846-47 Study travels in Belgium (and
Sommeiller also in England), by H. Maus and
C.I. Giulio proposal: Malines, Seraing and J.
Cockerill factories in England and Galles
We dedicate to locomotive study almost all our time; we just have some free hours,
which we use to brush up on the principles of Mechanics [G. Sommeiller to C.I. Giulio]

§ 1853 patent ‘idropneumatic propulsion system’,
§ 1857-1871 they planned and supervised the 12 Km of the Fréjus’ tunneling
(Bardonecchia-Modane)
I heard with pleasure that this huge work shows almost
assurance of success. Couche has high regard for us; he also
explained the good success by saying that les piemontais ne
sont pas utopistes, et ils ont trés-bien étudié la question.
[G. Axerio to Q. Sella, Paris, 25.2.1858]

The mining studies of Giulio’s pupils
q Felice GIORDANO
(1825-1892)

q Quintino SELLA
(1827-1882)

1837 the Scuola di Moûtiers (Savoia) for mining studies closed
d
1847-51 Ecole des mines (Paris): theoretical and applied studies,
technological news, difficulties in adapting to the required high
educational level, reports on the scholastic system
(correspondence with the Sella’s family and C.I. Giulio)

The compulsory summer travels of F. Giordano
q Felice GIORDANO
(1825-1892)
1847-51 Ecole des mines (Paris): external student
Ø Summer 1849 Paris: practical exercises in mines and in
chemistry laboratory, Geology course (Elie de Beaumont),
iron and steel establishment in the Yonne
Ø Summer 1850 France: study travel with inspection of the
main vein and mining establishment (carbonizing wood
process), Haute-Marne, Haute-Loire, Pyrénées, Paris
Ø Summer 1851 Germany, England: travel with Sella. Early
return from Harz for insufficient foreign languages’ knowing
§ Summer 1852 England travel proposal for geology, mining
art and metallurgy studies, then he was recalled to take service
in the Sardinia mining district.

The Giordano’s career in Italy
§ 1852 Cagliari: foreign capital widening for the mine industry,
which in 1859 grew from 150.000 lire yearly to more than 3
millions; he opened brown coal mines, an aqueduct…
§ 1856 1st class engineer, 1859 member of the Mining Council
of Turin (new mining law with Q. Sella)
§ 1860 technical missions (tests in sulfur mine in Sicily…)
§ 1864 the report on the Steel industry in Italy (Torino, 1864),
he judged the foreign iron and coal supply
§ 1867 judge in the International Exposition of Paris; he dealt
with the city planning in Rome (rail network and plots
recovery)
§ 1873 survey and technical reports on the San Gottardo and
Fréjus tunnelling

The Quintino Sella abroad mining studies
q Quintino SELLA
(1827-1882)
1847-51 Ecole des mines (Paris): external student
Henri Hureau DE SÉNARMONT (1808-1862) applied CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
Elie DE BEUMONT (1798-1874) GEOLOGY, geological CARTOGRAPHY
Pierre Armand DUFRÉNOY (1792-1857) MINERALOGY, railway,…
Jacques-Joseph EBELMEN (1814-1852) DOCIMASTIC, industrial development...
Louis-Edouard RIVOT (1820-1869) CHEMISTRY and mining materials

Ø 8-9.1850 France: interrupted travel
Ø 6-11.1851 England (interrupted exploration travel
and study), Prussia with Giordano, itinerary
planned with Giulio, visits of mines and in
Gottingen he met F.A. RÖMER
Ø 4-9.1852 Germany, England: main industrial
areas (factories, technics of bridge and railway).

My goal, disregarding the exceptions, is now fixed
towards, that is trying in any way to improve my
education first of all to succeed with my scientific
specialisation, to whom I dedicated myself, and secondly
to put my skills to the service of Italy by teaching what I
know. In fact the best way to make Italy rise again and
become virtuous and great is indeed by the right
education of its sons.
All the people who can do something for the country has
to dedicate themselves at it, and I, more than others, have
to put myself at it, since I have the privilege to witness
various different methods in many different countries.
This, I think, is now the final goal I have to accomplish
and which I can reach only by completing my education,
and by greatly increasing it. Probably I won’t reach it
without virtue and big energy.
[Sella, Notebook, 24.5.1848; Rigaul 1984, pp. 25-26]

The case of Quintino Sella (1827-1882)
§ 1847 Mathematics degree at the University of Turin.
Central role of mathematics (letters to the brother
Giuseppe Venanzio).
1st YEAR
Algebraic
analysis (I.
POLLONE)
Architecture
(C. PROMIS)

2st YEAR
Infinit. analysis
(G. PLANA)
Descript.
geometry (I.
POLLONE)
Architecture

3st YEAR
Rational mech.
and machine
(C.I. GIULIO)
Practical geom.
Architecture
(C. PROMIS)

4st YEAR
Hydraulics (G. AGODINO)
Constructions (L.F. MENABREA)
Political economy (A. SCIALOJA)
Physics (A. AVOGADRO)
General Chemistry (G.L. CANTÙ)
Mineralogy, Geology (A. SISMONDA)

The eminent physics of Biella Amedeo Avogadro compensated for the highly
serious lack that the Piedmont, besides the other countries of Italy, complained
in the teaching of crystallography, …with his work Fisica dei corpi ponderabili
[Turin, 1837-1841] … From it Sella and the other Italian chemists could gain
the first notions of Crystallography, that they sought in vain at the University
[A. Cossa, 1885, p. 16]

Mineralogy and Crystallography studies
§ 1848-51 Ecole des mines (Paris) (letters to the family and to C.I. Giulio).
Pierre Armand DUFRÉNOY (1792-1857)

MINERALOGY

René-Just Häuy (Oise 1743-Paris 1822),
Traité de minéralogie (1801)
Traité de cristallographie (1822

Mineralogy and Crystallography studies
§ 1848-51 Ecole des mines (Paris) (letters to the family and to C.I. Giulio).
Pierre Armand DUFRÉNOY (1792-1857)
Henri Hureau DE SÉNARMONT (1808-1862)

MINERALOGY

René-Just Häuy (Oise 1743-Paris 1822),
Traité de minéralogie (1801)
Traité de cristallographie (1822

William Hallowes Miller (North Wales, 1801-Cambridge 1880),
A Treatise on Crystallography (1839). French translation: H.H.
de Sénarmont, Traité de Cristallographie (1842)
La Cristallographie cesse d’être une science physico-mathématique, et devient
l’exposition purement mathématique des propriétés abstraites d’une classe
déterminée de polyèdres définie par des conditions géométriques particulières.…
La manière géométrique a donc quelque chose de plus large et de plus général;
elle met naturellement en évidence les rapports de symétrie propres à chaque
ensemble de formes cristallines. [H.H. de Sénarmont 1839, pp. V-VII]

The Ecole des mines’ scientific diary
§ 1849-50 Mineralogia e Litologia. Note
di Quintino Sella alla Scuola delle
miniere di Parigi 1849-50
1) Mineralogy (19 pp.) preliminary,
external and geometric
characteristics, (8 pp., elementary
notions on crystals, Häuy’s hypothesis,
formulas regarding the surfaces…),
physics, chemists, mineral
classification, notation and
nomenclature
2) Description mineral species (143 pp.)
3) Lithology (20 pp.)
4) Mineralurgy (16 pp.): what to observe
in metallurgical factories, fuel
preparation, use of fuel in heating via
steam-powered boilers

Crystal measuring and the contact with Sénarmont
§ 1851 - Letters to the mother
I’ve here the opportunity to study beautiful rocks, and this allows me to get by some
happy hours. I’d never believed that nature study was so delightful

§ 11.1852, 6.1853 - Letters to H.H. de Sénarmont (advice on the research
and on memoirs’ draft, new about the many measurements of the angles
between crystals’ surfaces, personal news about his family and career, and on
the Istituto tecnico’s collection…)
Si on pourrait arriver à mettre en relation la
composition avec la forme, ce qui serait le nec plus
ultra, c’est par des masses d’observations
cristallographiques qu’on y arrivera.
[A. Cossa, 1885, p. 10]

Research problems of Sella:
• To identify chemical substances by
crystallographic properties (Morphotropy)
• To find the links between morphology and
crystal’s structure

Reflecting goniometer to
measure crystals’ angles,
Fondazione Sella, Biella

